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Abstract: Posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is a global public health problem. Unfortunately, many individuals with PTSD do not receive professional care due to a lack of available providers, stigma about mental illness, and other concerns. Technology-based interventions, including mobile phone applications (apps) may be a viable means of surmounting such barriers and reaching and helping those in need. Given this potential, in 2011 the U.S Veterans Affairs National Center for PTSD released PTSD Coach, a mobile app intended to provide psycho-education and self-management tools for trauma survivors with PTSD symptoms. Emerging research on PTSD Coach demonstrates high user satisfaction, feasibility, and improvement in PTSD symptoms and other psychosocial outcomes. A model of openly sharing the app’s source code and content has resulted in versions being created by individuals in six other countries: Australia, Canada, The Netherlands, Germany, Sweden, and Denmark. These versions are described, highlighting their significant adaptations, enhancements, and expansions to the original PTSD Coach app as well as emerging research on them. It is clear that the sharing of app source code and content has benefited this emerging PTSD Coach community, as well as the populations they are targeting. Despite this success, challenges remain especially reaching trauma survivors in areas where few or no other mental health resources exist.
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PTSD Coach around the world

Trauma and consequent posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is a global public health problem. In fact, about 70% of the world’s population will be exposed to one or more traumas in their lifetimes, with exposed individuals experiencing an average of more than four traumas (1). Common trauma exposures include rape, war-related experiences, physical violence, life-threatening accidents, and the unexpected death of a loved one. The lifetime prevalence of PTSD is nearly four percent of the global population and is associated with significant burden (2). PTSD involves intrusive re-experiencing of the trauma, avoidance of stimuli associated with the trauma (e.g.,
memories, places), negative changes in emotions and thoughts (e.g., inability to experience positive feelings, self-blame), and hyper-arousal (e.g., hypervigilance, sleep disturbance) (3). Many trauma survivors who do not develop diagnosable PTSD nonetheless suffer from significant symptoms and impairments, considered subthreshold PTSD (4). Those with PTSD commonly experience comorbid mental and behavioral health conditions, including depression and alcohol and substance use disorders (1).

Unfortunately, a substantial proportion of trauma survivors with significant PTSD and other symptoms do not recognize these as trauma-related and problematic so therefore do not seek professional help (5,6). Many of those who do realize that their posttraumatic symptoms are problematic and thus require care may encounter additional barriers to receiving help. These include not knowing where to seek care, limited financial resources, time constraints, and a lack of available qualified mental health providers (6), especially in rural areas and developing countries (7). Even when resources are available, many will not seek care due to stigma, fear of negative consequences (e.g., on career prospects), concerns about confidentiality, poor past experiences with treatment, and beliefs that treatment will not help (6). Thus, there is a tremendous unmet need for PTSD treatment that traditional care models and existing resources cannot adequately address (7).

Technology-based mental health interventions offer promise as they can overcome distance, time, provider availability, resource limitations, as well as other possible barriers to treatment (e.g., stigma-related to mental health treatment, privacy concerns), and potentially even capitalize on the desire by some trauma survivors to tackle their symptoms on their own (6). In fact, Internet delivered cognitive-behavioral therapy-based programs have been shown to be efficacious in reducing PTSD symptoms (8). Emerging research on mobile phone-based interventions for mental health conditions, including smartphone applications (apps) is also encouraging (9). Given that smartphone ownership worldwide continues to grow (10), there is an enormous potential for apps to deliver low or no cost, easily accessible self-help interventions for trauma survivors with PTSD and other trauma-related symptoms (6,11,12).

Below we discuss the development of and research on the PTSD Coach mobile app (13,14), an early entrant into the field of mobile mental health. We then describe versions of PTSD Coach that have been or are being developed by individuals and entities (e.g., governmental agencies, academic institutions) from other countries, highlighting the significant adaptations, advances, lessons learned, and when available emerging research on these variants. Lastly, we discuss the benefits, challenges, and promises of this model of globally disseminating a mobile app for PTSD.

PTSD Coach

The lifetime prevalence of PTSD in the U.S population is 6.8% (15). For military veteran populations who have been deployed to warzones rates of current PTSD are roughly 12–15% (16-18). At the beginning of 2018, an estimated 77% of U.S. adults owned a smartphone up from just 45% 5 years ago (19). Given this level of PTSD and increasing rate of smartphone ownership, the U.S. VA National Center for PTSD, Dissemination and Training Division developed PTSD Coach (version 1.0), which became available for free download in the App Store in March 2011 and in Google Play in June 2012. As of March 2018, PTSD Coach (now version 3.0) has been downloaded over 350 K times (~216 K for iOS, ~135 K for Android) in 106 countries and has received awards for its accessibility for individuals with disabilities (20) and innovation (21).

In 2009, noticing an increasing trend of veterans, especially younger ones, attending VA PTSD treatment programs using smartphones, a team of clinical psychologists, who were already developing web-based interventions for trauma survivors (22) (e.g., afterdeployment.org), proposed PTSD Coach with funding from the VA National Center for PTSD. To inform the scope, features, and functions of the app, a series of focus group with veteran PTSD patients and VA PTSD providers was conducted (14). App content was drawn heavily from evidence-based, cognitive-behavioral psychotherapies for PTSD (23) and related and often comorbid conditions (e.g., behavioral activation for depression), and reliable psychoeducational materials created by the VA National Center for PTSD (www.PTSDF.Gov).

PTSD Coach is a self-contained, psychoeducational and self-management tool for acute distress related to PTSD that targets military veterans as well as the broader civilian population. As a public health intervention, it was designed to improve mental health literacy and problem recognition to possibly motivate treatment seeking if needed by providing accurate descriptions of evidence-based treatments for PTSD, instilling hope that treatment can be helpful, and reducing stigma related to treatment seeking. PTSD Coach accomplishes these goals through
The Learn section provides psychoeducational information about PTSD (e.g., What is PTSD? How does PTSD develop?), professional care (e.g., How do I find a counselor/therapist? PTSD treatments that work), and PTSD and the family (e.g., Impact of PTSD on children). Track Symptoms allows users to complete the PTSD Checklist for DSM-5 (24) and receive interpretive feedback on their PTSD symptom severity, with recommendations for treatment if indicated. This section also offers tracking of symptoms over time with the ability to schedule reminders to periodically take the PCL-5 and view a graph of symptom change over time. The Manage Symptoms sections offers coping tools for acute distress related to PTSD symptoms. Users can select a symptom type (e.g., Reminded of trauma) to be offered a coping tool or select a coping tool (e.g., deep breathing), including one they may have previously created through the costume tool feature. Finally, Get Support provides easy access to crisis support resources (e.g., Veterans Crisis Line) including supportive contacts the user can add (e.g., an AA sponsor, therapist, close friend or family member).

Aside from determining the functions, features, and content of the app, the team also had to weigh important design, usability, technical, legal, and ethical considerations and requirements. Among these, as the app would be a publicly available resource, VA required that no identifiable data could be collected and transmitted from the user’s mobile device. To maximize reach (e.g., to those in rural areas or on military deployments), after download, PTSD Coach could not be dependent on Internet connection for full-feature use. Likewise, to reduce memory use and allow for over the air download, the app could not include video content and only a limited number of audio files. Finally, as an electronic resource developed by a U.S. government agency, it was required (to be compliant with Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973) that the app be accessible to those with common disabilities (e.g., visual and hearing impairments).

Regarding evaluation and research, PTSD Coach has been found to be acceptable and perceived to be moderately to very helpful for managing PTSD symptoms by veterans attending a VA residential PTSD treatment program (14). It has also shown potential in reducing PTSD symptoms among community samples after one (25) and three months of use (26), and increased app use has been shown to relate to greater PTSD symptom improvement (27). In addition, improvements in depression symptoms and psychosocial functioning have also been demonstrated (26). Furthermore, based on metrics gathered on the publicly available versions of the app, it appears that PTSD Coach is reaching individuals with elevated PTSD symptoms and is helpful for reducing acute distress (28). Finally, in a pilot study, PTSD Coach was integrated into VA primary care treatment for PTSD with clinician support and led to improved PTSD symptoms and increased receipt of specialty PTSD care following the intervention period (29). Based on these pilot findings, a two-site, full-scale VA-funded RCT is underway to test if PTSD Coach with clinician support delivered in primary care performs better than treatment as usual at reducing PTSD symptoms and engaging veterans in PTSD care.

Figure 1 Home screen of U.S. PTSD Coach.
Versions of PTSD Coach from around the world

Given the general applicability of the information, coping tools, and assessment features in PTSD Coach, individuals from academic and governmental entities from around the world have sought to use it and tailor its content to the needs of their specific populations (e.g., language, local resources). In the spirit of “open mHealth” (30), the VA National Center for PTSD has encouraged and enabled widespread dissemination of PTSD Coach by optimizing existing code for extensibility (e.g., supporting internationalization and localization to facilitate language changes) and developing a procedure for sharing source code with collaborating nonprofit organizations. Code is shared through a web-based hosting service (i.e., GitHub.com), with requestors being given access to the file repositories they need to build their own versions of the app. VA uses common version control and code-sharing technologies to make software changes readily available to participating collaborators and to make international versions of PTSD Coach available to VA. It is also important to note that PTSD Coach source code is structured so that all app features are modular and can be readily transferred to other apps, modified, or removed. VA has pioneered methods for making tools, assessments, and learn topics readily accessible to other apps, which has made it possible to integrate tools and features that are developed for other mobile apps in VA’s suite [e.g., AIMS (Anger and Irritability Management Skills), STAIR Coach (Skills Training in Affective and Interpersonal Regulation)].

In general, VA has approved code-sharing to those who share the mission to reduce the burden of PTSD by offering free, private, and accessible resources to their target audience. Recipients are asked to preserve the name, if sensible, and acknowledge that their version is based on the original PTSD Coach app. They are also encouraged to share code updates and enhancements to the app so all members of the PTSD Coach community can benefit. To date, individuals and entities from six other countries have been given the code for PTSD Coach (version 1.0) and have developed or are developing their own versions, which are described below.

PTSD Coach Australia

In Australia, the 12-month prevalence rate of PTSD is estimated to be 6.4% (31). In 2017, 88% of Australians owned a smartphone (32). In early 2012, the Australian Department of Veteran’s Affairs engaged the Australian Centre for Posttraumatic Mental Health (ACPMH, now Phoenix Australia) to develop Australian versions of PTSD Coach for the Apple and Android operating systems. These apps would specifically target PTSD amongst military personnel and veterans—who experience a 12-month PTSD prevalence rate of 8% (33). The two PTSD Coach Australia apps were launched in early 2013.

Developing the Australian versions involved several activities: revising content to suit Australian defense and veteran user groups; updating the information and assessment components to reflect developments in the PTSD literature; refreshing technical aspects of the app to suit hardware and operating system advances; and adding new app functions and capabilities. These alterations were based on advice from the U.S. development team, consultation with the Australian Defence Force and Department of Veteran’s Affairs, and experience of ACPMH with developing digital resilience resources for defense and veteran populations.

In particular, revisions for PTSD Coach Australia included updating the psychoeducational content and symptom monitoring tool to be consistent with DSM-5; revising content to ensure that the language, tone, and detail were appropriate for an Australian audience including re-recording the audio information and symptom management content with two Australian voices; and adding information and contact details relating to Australian defense and veteran treatment and support services, as well as community based help-seeking pathways.

Adaptations also involved several functional enhancements and additional features. These include a ‘scheduler’ feature, allowing users to set reminders within the app or on their smartphone calendar to use assessment and symptom management tools, as well schedule reminders for other treatment or rehabilitation appointments or activities occurring outside the app. They also included allowing users to select symptom management tools directly—in addition to the original random presentation of tools with the option of selecting favorites of version 1.0 of PTSD Coach—as well as promoting tools that have shown benefit for the user based on previously demonstrated distress rating reductions. To accommodate defense personnel and veteran users, the app includes two separate user pathways within setup and navigation, providing targeted information about treatment and support services for these groups. PTSD Coach Australia also allows users to email results of their PTSD assessment (see Figure 2), for
example to a healthcare professional, affording symptom monitoring data to be utilized in treatment. Additionally, a “clinician’s guide” was developed to support use by mental health professionals—providing guidance for how to introduce the app to patients, use its functions, and integrate it into treatment (34).

While anecdotal feedback from healthcare providers working with Australian veterans has been very positive and app store ratings are favourable (i.e., average of 4 out of 5 stars), to date, there has been no systematic evaluation of PTSD Coach Australia.

PTSD Coach Canada

It is estimated that 8% of the Canadian population will have PTSD in their lifetime (35) and 11% of the Regular Canadian Armed Forces and reservists deployed in support of the mission in Afghanistan experience PTSD (36). As of 2016, three-quarters of Canadians owned a smartphone (37). This level of smartphone ownership and PTSD provides a significant opportunity for delivery of behavioral health interventions to Canadians. The Minister of Veterans Affairs Canada (VAC), therefore, officially launched, PTSD Coach Canada in May 2013 to assist Canadian veterans, Canadian Armed Forces members and their families, as well as the broader Canadian population impacted by PTSD (38).

PTSD Coach Canada is available in both French and English (see Figure 3) via localization and can be downloaded for free from the App Store and Google Play. As of February 2018, there were over 13 K downloads from the App Store and more than 5 K downloads from Google Play.

PTSD Coach Canada is similar to the original U.S. version with several adaptations. The resource section was modified to include only mental health resources available to the targeted Canadian audiences. As well, the Learn about Professional Care section was adapted to describe how to access care within the Canadian mental health care system. The term counsellor was also replaced by the more general term mental health practitioner. Finally, information about operational stress injuries (OSI) was added to the Learn about PTSD section, which VAC defines as any persistent psychological difficulty resulting from operational duties performed while serving in the CAF or as a member of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police. This non-medical term describes a broad range of problems that include diagnosed psychiatric conditions such as anxiety disorders, depression, and PTSD, as well as other problems and conditions that may be less severe but still interfere with daily functioning (39). The hope was that the adoption of the term OSI would confer to the treatment of mental injuries the same perceived legitimacy as the treatment of physical injuries, thereby reducing stigma associated with mental health problems and care seeking (40).

To date, no systematic evaluation of PTSD Coach Canada has been conducted. Given its high correspondence with the U.S. version and the cultural similarities between these countries, the research findings on the original PTSD Coach may generalize; however, research is needed to evaluate how well the findings hold particularly for those using the app in French. Updating of the original version

\[\text{Figure 2} \quad \text{Symptom history screen of PTSD Coach Australia.}\]

\[\text{Figure 3} \quad \text{Manage symptoms screen of PTSD Coach Canada.}\]
of PTSD Coach Canada to reflect the recently released U.S version (i.e., 3.0) is in the planning stage.

**SUPPORT Coach Netherlands**

In the Netherlands, 80.7% of the population has experienced a potentially traumatic event (41). The lifetime prevalence of PTSD in the Dutch population is estimated to be 7.4% (41). The vast majority (83% in 2016) of the Dutch population owns a smartphone, generating great potential to deliver trauma support to Dutch speaking citizens worldwide (42). In 2015, the Psycho-trauma Team at the Academic Medical Center (AMC) in Amsterdam, the Netherlands, developed the SUPPORT Coach app, the Dutch version of the U.S. PTSD Coach, which is sponsored by the Ambulance Care Netherlands. SUPPORT Coach is expected to be released to the App Store and Google Play in the spring of 2018.

The name ‘SUPPORT Coach’ was chosen instead of PTSD Coach based on the assumption that the app would not only be useful for individuals with PTSD, but also for those with mild and other trauma-related symptoms and that using the term PTSD could prevent some trauma survivors from using the app if they did not consider their symptoms PTSD. The content of the U.S. PTSD Coach was translated into Dutch with wording, contact addresses, and information being modified to make SUPPORT Coach suitable for a more generic trauma-exposed population. The overall look and feel is bright and clear, using simple icons, and the Information and Self-test sections conform to DSM-5. Capitalizing on enhancements originally included in PTSD Coach Australia, the Manage Symptoms section is divided into two subsections, Tools and Symptoms. SUPPORT Coach contains a Calendar feature where users can schedule self-tests, manage exercises, and appointments and activities (see Figure 4).

Initial research on SUPPORT Coach evaluated its effectiveness as a stand-alone self-help tool for trauma-exposed Dutch health care professionals (e.g., ambulance workers and hospital employees; n=287) with mild or worse PTSD symptoms (i.e., primary care PTSD screen for DSM-5 ≥1). Participants were randomized to one month of access to SUPPORT Coach plus care as usual or care as usual only. Self-report assessments of PTSD symptoms, negative trauma-related cognitions, psychological resilience, and social support were completed at baseline, post-treatment, and one-month follow-up. Results showed that 89% of the participants in the SUPPORT Coach condition downloaded the app and logged in. Promising preliminary results were found on improvements in negative trauma-related cognitions and psychological resilience, both crucial mechanisms in successfully coping with adversaries (43).

Future studies should examine the potential preventive effect of SUPPORT Coach use directly after trauma, and its effectiveness among different populations with various levels of PTSD symptoms. The AMC is currently investigating the feasibility and effectiveness of the app as an adjunct to trauma-focused psychotherapy among PTSD patients.

**CoachPTBS Germany**

The 12-month prevalence of PTSD in the German population is estimated to be 2.3% (44) and among returning German soldiers from ISAF (International Security Assistance Force) in 2009 it was 2.9% (45). Only about half of those soldiers with PTSD sought help (45). Smartphone ownership in Germany is estimated to be 67.3% of the population in 2017 (46). There was a chance to act upon those numbers: To overcome stigma in reaching out for help with PTSD as well as educate combat personnel and their relatives about PTSD, it was decided to build upon the success of the U.S. PTSD Coach and its spin-offs. Thus, a German version, CoachPTBS (PTBS, Posttraumatische Belastungsstörung, the German equivalent for PTSD), was released in the App Store and Google Play in July 2016, at a gathering with the German Minister of Defense. One and a half years after its release

---

**Figure 4** Agenda screen for SUPPORT Coach Netherlands.
it has been downloaded over 7 K times, with about 4 K of them for Android devices.

Together with the Universität der Bundeswehr in Munich (UniBwM), the Technische Universität Dresden (TUD) received a grant from the German Defense Forces and eventually received approval to begin construction of the CoachPTBS in April 2015. Many challenges in the adaption process were overcome thanks to the UniBwM’s cooperation partners, the CODE Research Institute for Cyber Defense. Having expertise from these internal contractors on the team was advantageous as it was quickly decided that CoachPTBS would be reprogrammed completely.

First, upon review of the existing code, uncommented sections and fragmentations were discovered. Second, PTSD Coach was released after months of development in 2011, but innovations in app creation tend to evolve rapidly with a variety of new construction methods having since become available. Third, a clean start turned out to be more convenient as it enabled an alternative programming environment (the Ionic framework, based on Angular and Apache Cordova) that, in turn, allowed for a good division of labor between the two associated universities and eventually led to a hybrid app and thus an easier migration to the targeted operating systems (i.e., iOS and Android).

The German app retained PTSD Coach’s original four main sections and added a fifth category named “Logbook” (see Figure 5) that offers a momentary assessment category featuring a diary, a quick check function, a “Worry Diary”, and a daily résumé. The quick check allows users to assess their momentary emotional state in just a few seconds and monitor it over time. The worry diary helps users to gain control of troublesome thoughts. The daily résumé encourages users to reflect on positive events during the day by answering three questions, such as “What went well today?” Since the CoachPTBS exclusively works offline, information obtained this way remains entirely under the user’s control. If desired, this information can be shared with a counselor to help inform treatment (e.g., for detecting behavioral patterns).

Much of CoachPTBS’s content was derived from its predecessors. The U.S. and Australian versions had been carefully translated and interpreted to not only match the target language but also German culture. The creators worked closely with the German Armed Forces Center for Military Mental Health (Psychotraumazentrum), a military hospital in Berlin, as well as the Ministry of Defense for approval of the content. Additional information was also included, since, for instance, the German defense system differs greatly in some respects from the U.S.’s. Special focus was given to sleep disturbances accompanying trauma with certain parts of the CBT-I Coach app (47) being included in CoachPTBS as well.

CoachPTBS received a major update in May 2017 on its layout as well as in two key aspects: The content branched out to other disorders possibly arising after trauma, so the chapters on depression and anxiety in the “Inform” category were expanded upon. This was accompanied by adding PHQ-D items (48,49) to the Self-Assessment section so users could also assess their mood and anxiety symptoms. The other major focus of this upgrade was the addition of more material for relatives of soldiers. Thus, a new category, “family and social issues” was created, drawing inspiration from the PTSD Family Coach app (50).

While usability studies of CoachPTBS occurred during the beta testing phases to identify bugs and acquire input from testers, more substantial studies on individuals who either treat or have PTSD themselves are now just beginning. For example, by consulting patients and therapists, a study on usability will keep requirements for patient-friendly apps up-to-date. A second study has been proposed that pits the CoachPTBS against participants’ usual means of coping during their everyday lives (e.g., humor, optimism, or alcohol use), and includes ecological momentary assessment and a measure of hair cortisol, a biological marker of stress (51). This RCT will evaluate the benefits CoachPTBS may provide to trauma survivors.

Figure 5 Home screen of CoachPTBS Germany.
in terms of enhancing coping mechanisms and reducing PTSD and other symptoms.

**PTSD Coach Sweden**

The lifetime prevalence of PTSD in Sweden has been estimated to be 5.6% (52). As of 2017, 85% of the Swedish population had a smartphone (53). The Swedish version of PTSD Coach is being developed by the National Centre for Disaster Psychiatry at the Department of Neuroscience, Uppsala University with support from The Swedish Board of Health and Welfare and The Swedish Crime Victim Compensation and Support Authority. It is intended to be of use to trauma survivors in the general population, military personnel (current and past), and as an adjunctive service to other interventions deployed after disasters.

The broader app program includes (I) app development/adaptation; (II) pilot testing in an uncontrolled feasibility trial; (III) app updating and further adaptations; and (IV) evaluation of efficacy in an RCT. To date, PTSD Coach Sweden has been compiled in a first version (see Figure 6) available for beta-testing for both iOS and Android operating systems. The results of the pilot study have been submitted for publication and preparations for an RCT are underway. The app is planned to be released in the app stores after the RCT has ended. Uppsala University will be the publisher of the app, securing wide-scale access at no cost for users.

Initially, it was decided that it would be more effective to translate and adapt the existing U.S. version rather than to develop a similar app from scratch. In the adaptation, all text in the user interface was translated to Swedish. PTSD Coach Australia’s feature allowing options for the user to select Soldier or Veteran was changed to Civilian or Military. New audio tracks were recorded in Swedish for the coping tool visualizations (e.g., progressive muscle relaxation tool), which was particularly challenging to synchronize the timings of the exercises. Contact information for organizations available for support were replaced with those in Sweden, with respect to users of both civilian and military backgrounds, and an attempt was made to include a comprehensive list of organizations. During the adaptation process, despite the original code being extensible, it was found that not all text content displayed to users was stored in separate locations with some being intertwined with the main code, which made the translation approach more demanding.

Preliminary findings from a small, pre-post pilot study of PTSD Coach Sweden that involved 11 adult participants from the general community suggest that one month of use is associated with reductions in posttraumatic stress and depressive symptoms that are similar to those found with the original version (25,26). Participants appreciated the app, although their ratings of its perceived helpfulness were somewhat lower as compared to those found in the original study (14). This may be the result of the project encountering a long delay between participant recruitment and app testing, due to difficulties working with external contractors who were responsible for programming the app.

**PTSD Coach Denmark**

According to the Danish Veterans Center, there are about 60,000 veterans in Denmark with the majority having been deployed after 1992 (54). It is estimated that about 9% of these veterans experience an elevated level of PTSD symptoms after two and a half years. The total number of individuals suffering from PTSD in Denmark is estimated to be 57,000 or roughly 1% of the population. As the clear majority of Danish veterans deployed since 1992 from the former Yugoslavia, Iraq, and Afghanistan are under the age of 50, it is a good guess that nearly all of them own a smartphone since more than 90% of Danes are smartphone owners (55). After overcoming technical challenges, PTSD Coach Denmark was launched simultaneously for iOS and Android in January 2017. Due to a minor technical problem, the Android version was re-launched in August 2017. It is now available for free download from the App Store.
There have been more than 1 K downloads (~75% Android) with over 300 active users within the last 30 days.

PTSD Coach Denmark was developed by Thomas Iversen, MSc, who is an Associate Professor in the Department of Psychology at Aarhus University. It is intended primarily for Danish veterans, but also for other groups suffering from PTSD. The development started in 2014 with support from the Danish Foundation (TrygFonden). While work on PTSD Coach Denmark was underway, a Danish version of the U.S. PTSD Family Coach app was started by the Danish Veterans Center, and an exchange of ideas was agreed upon. The content of the U.S. PTSD Coach was translated into Danish and modified to fit into the Danish health care system, and institutions and telephone numbers, websites and other resources were revised. Furthermore, the assessment section (see Figure 7) was updated to the PCL-5. Apart from these necessary modifications, the app was also made more explicitly inclusive for individuals exposed to other types of trauma, for instance violence, sexual assault, and road traffic accidents.

A systematic evaluation of PTSD Coach Denmark has not yet been carried out, but positive anecdotal feedback has been received from veterans, on social media, and on TV. Soon, efforts are planned to make the app known to more veterans and other individuals with PTSD. This includes public relations campaigns on various media, including social media. Recently there has been a contact from the Danish Ministry of Justice, which has shown an interest in developing a special version of the app for police officers and prison staff.

**Discussion**

Since PTSD Coach was released in 2011, its source code and content have been shared with individuals in six other countries around the world who have initiated building versions of PTSD Coach specifically tailored to their unique populations. To date, four new versions have been released (Australia, Canada, Germany, and Denmark) and are available for free download and the two others (Netherlands and Sweden) are slated to be released soon. This emerging global PTSD Coach community is reaping benefits of a reciprocal sharing model. Most notably, as teams iterate on PTSD Coach by including additional features (e.g., a scheduler feature in PTSD Coach Australia, Logbook in CoachPTBS Germany), improved functionality (e.g., direct access to specific self-management tools in PTSD Coach Australia), tailoring for specific populations (PTSD Coach Australia), expanded content for other groups and issues (depression, anxiety, OSI), updated code, and refined extensibility (e.g., PTSD Coach Sweden) other teams can capitalize on these enhancements. An unanticipated upshot of sharing PTSD Coach has been other apps in VA’s portfolio, including PTSD Family Coach (Denmark and Germany) and CBT-I Coach (Germany) being considered for versioning or some of their content being incorporated into PTSD Coach versions.

While here we have focused on versions of PTSD Coach developed in other countries, the open sharing of code is also springing additional U.S. adaptations of PTSD Coach for other highly stressful events and trauma-exposed populations, further expanding the PTSD Coach community. Among these spin-offs is Cancer Distress Coach, designed for cancer survivors struggling with the psychological aftermath of the disease and its treatment (56). Preliminary research on Cancer Distress Coach has shown promise with nearly a third (32.3%) of cancer survivors reporting significant PTSD symptoms (n=31) showing clinically meaningful symptom improvement after only a month of use. Work is also planned for a version of PTSD Coach for police officers, a group who are especially resistant to acknowledging PTSD symptoms and seeking care for them (57). As was mentioned above, similar efforts are being considered for an adaptation of PTSD Coach Denmark targeting Danish police and prison staff.

Notwithstanding this success, versioning PTSD Coach...
is not without challenges. Foremost among these is the significant resources required to build an app especially if separate native iOS and Android apps are desired. While there are ways to increase efficiency and potentially reduce expenses, as the German team demonstrated with building a hybrid app, substantial costs are still involved. Importantly, it should be noted that maintaining and updating apps (e.g., to remain compatible with operating system updates) also involves significant resources. Other challenges include often having to work with external contractors who have the requisite app coding expertise (e.g., PTSD Coach Sweden). Issues can stem from collaborating across disciplines where conflicts can arise due to members speaking different professional languages and having different expectations (e.g., timeframes, division of labor, deliverables) (11). Finally, translating apps into other languages can create formatting and presentation problems, as was experienced by the developers of PTSD Coach Sweden with synchronizing audio recording and visual presentations.

Aside from these challenges versioning an app, mobile apps themselves have shortcomings that must also be acknowledged. Most obvious among these is that they require smartphones or other mobile devices for use. These devices can be cost prohibitive for many individuals, especially those in economically depressed areas and developing countries. Thus, it is no surprise that all seven countries with versions of PTSD Coach are developed, western nations with high smartphone penetration. In fact, smartphone uptake across and within regions and markets is not balanced, leaving behind many who could benefit from them. Eastern Africa and South Asia are regions most lagging, with smartphone ownership at 25% and 30% respectively—much lower than the global average of over 50% (58).

Given these challenges, other possible delivery platforms and models of adapting for additional populations may need to be considered, including building web-based versions. Based on requests from veterans and members of the public without smartphones, the National Center for PTSD created a web-based version of PTSD Coach called PTSD Coach Online (https://www.ptsd.va.gov/apps/ptsdcoachonline/default.htm) to provide access to them. A related option is a mobile-enabled website (one with responsive web design that works equally well on desktop computers to mobile devices). Such sites are advantageous because they can be used by anyone with access to the internet with a web browser and can even be designed to appear as an app on mobile devices. When considering these options, their limitations should be weighed as well, including the requirement of a reliable Internet connection for use and an inability to take advantage of existing smartphone features (e.g., contacts, calendar, phone).

Like other e-health options, availability and use of apps could be limited when infrastructure is compromised, for example during natural disasters (e.g., hurricane Maria in Puerto Rico), civil unrest, and military conflicts, when they are most needed. PTSD Coach was intentionally designed to work offline and require minimal bandwidth for downloading, which could mitigate the impact of such disruptions. Finally, mobile apps cannot increase problem recognition if they are not downloaded and used. Therefore, a concerted effort involving a public health education campaign about trauma and PTSD along with promotion of the app may be required, possibly even encouraging download prior to a foreseeable disaster. PTSD Coach was intended to be a first care step possibly reducing an individual’s symptoms and the overall public health impact of trauma if received shortly after one (59). The intriguing findings from The Netherlands showing that SUPPORT Coach could reduce negative cognitions and enhance resilience (43) are encouraging as these factors are important in recovery after trauma. Despite this, PTSD Coach will not be the complete or only solution for many trauma survivors; therefore, additional care resources will still be required, which, as has been mentioned, may not be available.

How helpful these newest versions of PTSD will be remains to be seen. It is encouraging that many of these versions are or will be undergoing their own research evaluations. The original version has already distinguished itself from the vast majority of mental health-related apps that populate the app stores (60) as it has already shown promise in several RCTs. Despite this, more research is needed, including cost effectiveness research and studies with active comparators. In addition, mobile apps such as the PTSD Coach open interesting research possibilities to better understand how symptoms fluctuate over the course of people’s daily lives and how the use of specific types of content influence the user’s particular problems.

Conclusions

The increasing ubiquity of smartphones worldwide offers a novel opportunity to reach and provide low-intensity interventions at scale to individuals suffering the psychological aftermath of exposure to traumatic
events. Given the intractable problems with traditional mental health care (e.g., limited availability of providers), smartphone apps such as PTSD Coach could assist in addressing the enormous global unmet need for care. Seizing on this opportunity, the six additional versions of PTSD Coach that have been or are being developed around the world through a model of open sharing of app code and content represent an encouraging start. However, much work remains to ensure that apps like PTSD Coach are available to those in areas where need is greatest and resources are scant or nonexistent. Fortunately, as technology advances, the cost of smartphones and app development should come down, which will afford greater reach and impact of this novel way of intervening. Technology advances may also provide innovative opportunities that could increase the power of mobile interventions (e.g., through information gathered from wearable sensors and other available data streams) that could deliver more timely intervention as well as an improved understanding of posttraumatic reactions themselves.
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